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1'he relation between ¡he mechanical strength, thertnal expatrsiori ¿urd the rnicrocr.l'stalline

structu¡e is  considered for  a broad c lass of  sol ids,  which star ts f rom conde¡rsed pol-vmer ic or-

ganic sol ids (coals,  ra l r , .  cokes,  resins,  etc.) ,  runs through c¿rbonizet l  organic subst¿nces l ike

calcined cokes and pol.vcr.1.stu,llinc graphite, up to essenti¿r,llv single cr.l'stals of graphite. The

great anisotropy of single microcrystallitcs and the criss-cross hookirrg of the cr-l'stallites by

C-C valence bonds lea.ds,  for  pol¡ 'crysta l l ine m:r ter ia ls,  t ,o:  l )  a lou ' therm¿l l  expansion and

i ts st rong dependence on the cr¡ 's ta l l ine al ignrnent,2)  the existence of  unavoidable micro-

scopic porosit-y at room temper&ture which is due to the difference in the volume contraction

of single crystals and the bulk material, 3) the presence of largc interrlal stresscs which are

cre¿ted and f rozen- in (absence of  oreep) dur ing thc cool ing of  the ¡nater ia l .  The reve¡s ib le re-

lease of these stresses in heri,tirrg is responsible for thc inorc¿rsc of the mechanical strength of

carbons I ' i t l i  temperaturc.  In the second part  of  th is paper,  the structure¡  of  cokes and i ts

formation are disoussed. Cokes are classed into soft and h¿r,rd ones acoording 1,o the high or loll'

order in arrangemerr t  of  cr . i 's ta l l i tes on a microscopic sca, le (a l ignment i r l  the form of  p late lets

or in a d isordered glass¡.state) .  The gradual  grou-th of  cn 'sta l l i tes wi th temperature of  heat

treatment is mainl-1. due to internal stresscs created bl thc anisotropic thermal expansion of

orystal l i tes,  the stresses being re l ieved b¡ ' the grou' th and rearrangernent of  cr .vsta l l i tes.  Thuq,-

no ste¿dy'gror ,vth of  cr . ts ta l l i tes is  observed u 'hen carhons are held for  a long l , ime at  h igh tem-

perature.  Some sof t  cokes show a streakl  pat tern and break up into needles in gr inding.  This

itruótúre is oaused by a frozen-in fl611' pattern in the viscous fluitl ¿t the time of setting (solidi

fication), the flow leading to an alignment of fl¿r,t molecules u.ith pl¿rnes parallel to the direc-

tion of the flow. This alignment becomes more perfect u-ith incre¿lse of temperature of heat

t reatment.  Needle structures arc present in a l l  sof t  cokes;  their  ocourrence is ,  however,  de-

pendent on condi t ions urrder rvhich the coking \ \as pe¡formed. In the th i rc l  part ,  some of  the

complications introducetl b-v the tcchnological processes used itr manuf¿¡ctttre of carbons ¿re

pointed out  ¿rnd their  inf luencc on the phr-s ical  char¿rcte¡ is t ics of  the f inal  products indicated.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper a broad class of solids rvill
be treated, solids rvhich start from cou-
densed polymeric organic solids (coals, rarv
cokes, resins, etc.), run through carbonized
organic substances like calcined cokes, and
polycrystalline graphites up to essentially
single crystals of graphite. Any attempts at
elucidation of the nature of correlatiotrs
betrveen the physical properties and struc-

* Work performed in part trndcr the attspices

of  the [ I .  S.  Atomic Energy Comrnission ( l rased

on NYO 6103 report  of  Apr i l  15,  195' l ) .

ture for such lnaterials encounter specific
difficulties not found in other branches of
the Ph¡'sics of Solids. Although ne\\r ob-
stacles are met, one discovers that some
other difficulties are not present, thus lead-

ing in solne respects to a considerable

simplification of the problem. This is due to

the characteristic strttcture of these sub-

stances u,hich makes them unique in a

number of respects. The crharacteristic

distinctir,'eness of these substances will be

illustrated in this paper by discussing the
nature of the carbon structure and the

. 1 t
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resulting interesting mechanical and thermal

behavior of such substancesl. The simul-

taneous presence of twg {qqtStc is mainly

responsible for thiq gn-i_queness: - tle v-e-ry

A single crystal of graphite or a micro-

crystal of carbon (for the distinction be-

tween these tu'o types of crystals, see belou')

is composed of a series of aromatic planes

essentially built of a netl'ork of benzene

rings in which neighboring atoms of carbon

are held by valence forces, the planes being

stacked on top of each other and held to-

gether by Van der Waals attractive forces.

Valence forces are relatively strong; the

plane benzene ring structures are therefore

very rigid and thus the crystals have a

very low compressibility and low thermal

expansion in the direction parallel to the

benzene planes (a-direction). On the other

hand, Yan der Waals forces are rveak, con-

sequently adjacent planes can be easily

displaced parallel to eaeh othel or rotated

around an axis perpendicular to the planes.

Carbon crystallites being turbostratic are

probably especially poorly resistant to such

kinds of shears. Graphite crystals (of type I

and II) having a preferential relative ar-

rangement of benzene rings in adjacent

planes, are probably somewhat stronger

mans up to 25,000 I(g/cm'z. Basset found

that the compressibility starts from the

r,'alue 4'4 X 10-u cm2,/Kg at the low'est and

decreases to somes'hat belorv 2 X 10-6 at

the highest pressures. Bridgrnan gives only

an average value or.er the rvhole range of

about 3 X 10-6. The thermal expansion of

graphite has been investigated by means of

X-ray diffraction. In the c-direction, Back-1

hursta gives a mean value betl'een 0o anct.

900'C of a" : 26.7 X 10-u Per degree Cf

For high temperatures, Hiratas finds ary'

average between 0"C and 3500"C of a" :

40 X 10-6 (the temperature range was very

poorly defined in these experiments). The

best results are due to Nelson and Riley6.

The variation of a" rvith temperature as

observed by Nelson and Riley in the rallge I
of 0'-800"C seems to be consistent rvith a

value of at least 40 X 10-6 for temperatures I

around 2000'C. The coefficient of thermal

expansion in the a-direction is in general

very small (1",i < 1.5 X 10-9 as expected ,
for a valence bonding; at low temperatures, z

it is negative and above 383oC becomes "

positive.
The polymeric nature of carbons and

póljdrysmniria giaphites is due to the large

ffi-e¡ óf 
-free 

carbon valeneies available

;"""tli¿ peripheries of crystalline pl3¡1ep. .
Máñt.of these, finding counterparts, be-
come bonded either directly to peripheries of
other microcrystals or indirectly through
the intermediary of órTjoñ-a6jls s-tii-re-
- .T.

t¡¿i¡irE in the form of a-n intercrvsta-lltne

Basset2 up to 20,000 Kg/cm2 and by Bridg- 102, 340 (1922).
o M. Hirata, Sc. Pap. Inst. of Phys. and Chem'

1 Some of these results l¡¡ere presented at a

meeting of the American Physical Society; see S.

Mrozowski, Phys. Rev.86' 622 (1952).
2 J. Basset, C. R. Ac. Sc. Paris 213' 829 (1941).

Res. Tokyo 16' 219 (1931).
6 J. B. l ielson ¿1d D. I , .  Ri ley, Proc. Phys.

Soc. 67, 477 (1545) and D. P. Riley, Proc. Phys.

Soc .  67 ,486 (1945) .

but their inability to
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dr4.er$iqual 4etryork .of .,crystallites held
rigidly by a compt!9g,19$ wte+___of-Ciisb-
cross válence bonds which stabüze" the
struólure ib such an extent that parallel

i  -. i

shifts of plaqeq in crystallites can. oscur
only under forces sufficient to break tbe
per¡ft-erat C--C bónds. The valence bond
once broken will not be restored if the
temperature is not high enough for the
peripheral carbon atoms to migrate into
new positions compatible with the direc-
tional properties of carbon valencies and
the new relative positions of the crystallite
boundaries.,Thus, carbons should fail by
brittle fracture and ro 

"j.gg"!_9!¿Wfl¡i-pected to occur fór thü _"t i"_te¡nqe1qlgry
above 170OoC,(¡r-here di&_mqnd,-.st¡u6ture
begins to transform into a graphitic oU9,
showing t[á,t.- iom-é iétrahedral-bQlds QI-e
broken b¡'_!emp91a!1¡¡,L-fnS!ion__-Q! a pI9:
Itplle.y !,o.¡!hi-p translorloaiio+). In fact,
experiments performed at National Bureau
of Standards and at l{orth American Avia-
tionT have shown that viscous creep is de-
tectable in polycrystalline graphites at
temperatures not lorver than 2000"C8.
Furthermore, it has been found that diffu-
sion of carbon atoms through the material
is also negligible at temperatures belorv
1800"ce.

II. THERMAIJ EXPANSION, INTERNAIJ

POROSITY AND FROZEN-IN

STRESSES

A. Thermul Erpansion
The great rigidity of the carbon structure

irr conjunction with the anisotropy of
crystallites is responsible fg$hfggJgtngll:

^aUle--tgglureq of these materials-features
? C. Malmstrom, R. Keen and L. Green, Jr.,

J .App.  Phys .  22 ,  593 (1951) .
8 A slight permanent set observed when carbon

rods or tubes are bent at room temperature is
probably due to internal shifts (dislocations) of
the material around microcr¿cks and locking in
the new position due to friction.

e M. H. Feldman, X{. V. Goeddel, G. J. Dienes
and W. Gossen, J. App. Phys. 23, 120 (1952).

Frc. 1. Microcrystals of carbon linked
valence bonds. a) Closed ring arrangement.
Random ring-like linkage.

which will be considered in succession.
is the exce thermal ex-

and reat

at the peripheries directly or indirectly
through a disorganized phase (the single
crystallites in Fig. I might represent whole
groups of crystals as they appear in plate-

\ \

by
b)

S)

ta ivou-ii[-lhow;ñ

@g), tnat' is, a contraction at lower and
slight expansion at higher temperatures.
Such a bonding as is assumed in Fig. la
seems to be quite artificial and in Fig. lb, a
bonding distribtrted more at random is
given. In this case, the unit will exhibit a
slightly larger expansion in the plane of the
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paper due to the contribution of the ex-

pansion in the c-direction but still an ex-
pansion a" in the direction perpendicular to

the paper. In actual materials, the system

of crisscross bonding is tridimensional and

the contribution of a"'w'ill be felt in all three

directions. Thus, for a particular direction,

the expansion coefficient u'ill be
(l - r)a, -f ro" where r represents the

fractional contribution óTthe o" in the given

4.eqiio". In fáct, the values for a found for

carbons and polycrystalline graphite at

room temperature are known to be in the

range l to 5 X 10-6. Taking a. : -1'5 X
10-6 at 0oC, one finds 0.08 1 r 1 0.2,

rvhich is considerably less than the value I
for r expected for a loose randomly ar-

ranged heap of crystals. lhe-]g*JalqS p-f-

-4 .emp_hasi?e¡ tng -tisidily of !-h9""¡-!$p-!u¡e.
Moreover, the contribution r is very

strongly structure sensitir.'e; an alignment

of crystallites and a less random distribu-

tion of the intercrystalline bonds (Fig. la)
'w,ill strongly affect the expansiou coeffi-

cient in different directions. 
'fhis great

sensitivity is probably the reason that

until norv no sufficiently general direct

correlation has been found betrveen the value

of thermal expansion coefficient and other

physical properties of carbon.

B. U nauo'idable Porosit'a

presence

structure is formed by heat treatment at

high temperature; er.en if at the highest

heat treatrnent temperature the carbon ma-

terial should happen to be perfectly dense,

as it cools voids rvill lle formed; crystais

shrinking in the c-dilection arrd rigidlv held

as  i r r  F ig .  I  r v i l l  opo r  vo ids  i l r  t he  r c l r t e l ' o l '

the rirrg structures. The ruravoid¿llle fclrrlra-

ticln of a porosity catt be seen diret't ly f lt lni

the difference il l  l ttt lk cotitraction of ¿

single crystal atrd of the pol¡'t'r-vstalline

material, arrd its nragnitttde catr lre easil-v

estimated. For a carbon with a low thermal

expansion coeffrcient of about 2 X 10-6 at

roorn temperal,ure, assuming an average ex-

pansiorr coefficient betlveen the limits from

0'C to 2500'C equal to 3 X 10-6 (the ex-

pansion coefficient is knorvn to increase

rvith temperaturel0 but studies rvere made

only up to 1000"C; by assuming a double

value for 2500'C the increase is probably

overestimated), one gets an average bulk

expansion of 9 X 10 6. On the other hand,

the bulk expartsion for a single crystallite

in the same lin'rits is 2ao ! a" : 2 X

10-6 + 35 X 10-6 : 37 X tg-e (35 X 10-o

is the average betrveen 27 X l0 6 for OoC

and about 43 X 10-6 for 2500'C). Thus the f
difference of the two bulk expansions is .'
equal to 28 X 10-o per oC; for-such a c3,-rbon ',

-he¿llire¡¿:LQd to 3000"C and cooled to ro-Qm {

temnerature. this t'ill lead to 8.4 % porosity ''r
-gn,l 

fr.'" t 
"t,"b 

LP 7 %.

The density of a graphite crystal being

2.26, the density of a polycrystalline graph-

ite rvill be therefore at room temperature

2.08 for a 3000'C heat treatment and 2'11

for 2500"C treatment.
One can see, therefore that for a given

carbott rvith a definite type of random

structure there exists a limit for the density

lhich rvill be impossible to surpass ttnless a

new process for preparation of the poly-

ílyJoll i,te rnatcrial is fourrd n'hic.h pro-'

GtaSfh;Íiy át lótver temperatut'e'. These
-."--áin;¡"vindicate to sonre extent the slow

progress of the techrtologv tolvards develop-

ment of carbons rvith higher densitie",

r c  P .  H idnc r t ,  J .  Res .  \ a t .  l l u l ' .  S t l r nda rds  13 ,

37  (1931 ) .

The second feature of the carbon
F

ture at room temperature rs
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shorvirrg that the industrial processes lead-
irrg to densities ol 1.7 and in exceptional
cases up to 1.9 are not so far off from the
theoretical limit as it is generally believed.
When a carbon 'r'r'ith a lou, expansion co-
effieierrt is required, one seler,ts automati-
cally a materiál for _ryhiqh, -; -1¡_g_._.efiórt
densi!,y Jig{!--F lgyet,-Lbu¡ !"be- tu:o reellire--
mer-r_ts, q,pg ggsentially__"cqUqqd¡glgly. If,
until rrorv, simultaneous advancement in
both directions \vas possible, this l'as due
to the fact that carbons as made have
densities still rva¡' belou, the theoretic,al
limit and advancement is made by decreas-
ing the regular porosity but making this
more difficult by selecting materials rvith a
lorver maximum density limit. By regular
porosity is meant here the porosity *'hich
remains at the highest heat-treatment
temperature and rvhich consequently could
be elimirrated by some manufacturing
operation. This regular porosity is respon-
sible for the apparent disagreement of the
results of our density calculations u,ith
('ommon experience. ,It is \4,o_¡3 _that a
polyc,rystalline graphite heg,!_!¡-eg,tgd tg
3000'C is slishtlv denser t,harr lhe one heat
r."uGa to ts0tDtbuTTliiJ ñ-tlue ro 

-the

Dermanent shrinkaEe ol the rvhole solid
+ . - _

prcc9.-a!_lhg jrp-s!q9-sfltle__Le_g_glal!91-o!4y,
this- -eü'e c!*qyCl- bA-lA ntiug*the', e ff e c t of t h c

uLCIe3!,e-IL@o-
r99itY'

C. I,-rozen-in Slresses

The third featttre of the carbon stnrc-
tures, rrlosely relatecl to the other tn'o, is
the unavoidable presence of large frozen-in
stresses in the material. If one considers
the groups of microcrystallites hooked
together in Fig. 1, it is clear that in the
case a) of a closed ring of hooked-togethel
planes, no stresses n'ill bc created; on the
contrary, in case b) a gradual deformation
of the shape of the operr ring n'ill occur,
thus creating angular and shearing stresses
located at the joints. 4urthg11ytg._l?Ige
comp-lessio4al and tensile--sile¡s,eq a,re-

cr¡eated in carbons. This is rvell evident- - ^ + ^ -

espeeia-Tli- rTherr the hooking of micro-
crystals in three dimensions is considered
but it can be seen also in Fig. lb to occur
for a microcrystal hooked on the side to
the main ring (dashed lines). The largest
stresses u'ill be rrreated tvhen the hooked
edge of the microcrystallites is not per-
pendicular to the c-axis of both crystals
(tu,isted hooking). Considerable stresses
caused by the anisotropy of thermal con-
traction of single crystals are knou'n to
exist in pol¡'crystalline metallic materialsr2.
Horvever, in metals the anisotropy is very
small in comparison not only to the anisot-
ropy of a single crystallite of graphite, but
even to the anisotropy of regions containing
large numbers of partly oriented micro-
cr¡rstallites of r,arbon. Furthermore, stresses
created in metals by the anisotropic con-
traction are partly relieved by a viscous
flo'w. of the grain boundaries during the
cooling process. In carborrs, as pointed out
before, viscous cre€p* i¡ 

- 
ijreséiit only at

l-ry higñ temperatures; as a result, sl resses
rvill be relieved by creep in cooling, but
bnty as long as the creep relief is fast enough
in comparison to the speed of the cooling
process (allove rvhat is here-in called the
freezing temperature rarrge). Llnder labora-
tory and industrial conditions, this rvill be
true above 2300'C-2500"C. Belorv this
ralrlle rro relief rnechanism rvill be operating,

"consequently 
stresses built up in the cooling

process from this temperature range dolvn
will remain loc,ked in the material and can
be only released by heating the material
aEain. The existence of these frozen-irr

for tem re

.1q!,gryt' 
13. Essentially, the short-time ten-

12 l ' .  I t .  Borvder i ,  Symposium on Inter .n¿l
Stresses in N{etals,  Inst i tute of  Metal-* ,  London
(1948 ) .

13 L.  Green, Jr . ,  J .  Appl .  N, Iech.  20,  283 (1953).

stre¡ses reoc<ruring rer,'ersibly at each cooling
z , 

-l--*---' a r r_d *_d i sa p p e a ri n g i n 
-ñéátiñ 

g"-i s*Tes 1i oñiibl e
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Frc. 2. Variation of mechanical strength S

with temperature ? for polycrystalline graphite

(heat treated to above 2500"C). a) Frozen in

stress range. b) Plastic fai lure range. D is the

total decrease in strength from the relaxed state

down to room temPerature.

sile and compressive strength of these ma-

terials increases with temperature up to

around 2500'C and after that quickly

drops to zero (Fig. 2)' Tl¡9,-.,11¡-creg4-e--gf
strength with t_e_y,rReryt1rye !¡-*{gr -,t-o- --thg
srad.ual relebsé-óf froiéñ-in stresses as ex-

plaine{glove._The subsequent drop appears

in the region where th-e v-ij;cous creep be-

cornes só fás! tlat-J[s Agalrañical failure

occüil-not through a brittle,--f¡p-c-ture but

throuEh a plastic deformation.
"'Since 

the frozen-in stresses are propor-

tional to the total contraction of the ma-

terial from the freezing temperature down,

the slope of the curve in Fig' 2 should be

roughly proportional at each point to the

value of the thermal expansion coefficient
(more exactly to the local differences of

coefficients in two directions). The experi-

mentally-found drop D (Fis. 2) in mechani-

cal strength is about 3000 lbs./inch2.7 In

order to have such large frozen-in stresses

in carbon material the local difference in

average thermal expansion in two direc-

tions has to be about 2 X 10-6 per degree.

This number is calculated from an ele-

mentary formula for the average stressla

la This formula is derived by considering two

rigidly connected rods of unit cross-sectional

are¿s. When their temperature is changed by

P : (ar - az)' AT /(KL ¡ Kr)

by taking AT : 2500'C and Putting, in-

stead of the sum of compressibilities Kr *

Kz an average 2R : 2f E, whete -E is the

average modulus for a carbon (E : 1.2 X

106 lbs/inch'). Att anisotropy of this order

is rvell known to exist in carbon materials as

evidenced by the difference of coefficients

parallel and perpendicular to the extrusion

direction. The anisotropy calculated here,

however, is not the one rvhich is evidenced

in the form of the external anisotropy of

the large solid piece but is the part of the

anisotropy of the relatively small regions of

the material which is averaged out in the

larger piece. The part of the anisotropy

which, due to an alignment of the ele-

mentary small regions in viscous flow

(extrusion or other processes), becomes ob-

servable in the large piece does not con-

tribute to the formation of frozen-in stresses'

Actually the frozen-in stresses on the

microcrystalline scale are much larger than

those required for this explanation: taking

the most exaggerated case of a perpendicu-

Iar hooking of trvo graphite cryst'als one has

dc - ora: 35 X 10-G and K" : 45 X 10-tt

cm2/dyne, thus P = 2 X 105 lbs/inch2,

that is, tremendous stresses which are

mainly sustained by the peripheral valence

bonds. As a result, probably many of these-

bonds which have been established in the

heat treatment at high temperature break

under stress in the first cooling process'

As mentioned in the beginning, the poly-

meric nature of the carbon structure in

conjunction with the great anisotropy of

crystallites leads to the lo'n'valües and large

variety of thermal expansion coefficients for

different carbons, to the existence of un-

A?, the differential expansion (ar - az)AT due to

rigidity of the connection leads to elastic strains

KtP in one rod and -KzP in the other' Since

P : 3000.1bs/in2 is the avera,ge internal stress for

a regular porous material, the value substituted

for -& has to be taken for the same kind of mate-

r ial,  the two porosityfactors cancell ingeach other

in the formula.

2500'0. T
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avoidable internal pores, and to the exist-
ence of frozen-in stresses. It is clear that if
there is any alignment of the crystallites
(order) then this anisotropy will show up in
the expansion coefficient and the distribu-
tion and shape of the voids and the dis-
tribution of frozen-in stresses as well. The
interrelation between these physical quanti-
ties is, however, not simple and does not
permit one to make general statements
without more thorough analysis of the
situation. For instance, Fig. 1a shows that
the existence of large unavoidable porosity
(low expansion coefficient) does not neces-
sarily have to lead to the existence of large
internal stresses. It is the character and the
distribution of bonds rvhich will determine
this exact interrelation. Thus, although one
would be tempted to make a sweeping
statement that carbons having a lower bulk
expansion should show a larger variation in
the mechanical strength rvith temperature,
this might not in general be true. The
randomness of the crystalline growth, how-

show less tem-
tion

cal strength for different carbons at room
temperature with the type of their crystal-
line structure is to be expected, unless there
should exist a general relation for all car-
bons between the strength in the relaxed
state and the amount of frozen-in stresses.
No experimental evidence as to the exist-
ence of such a relation is at present avail-
able, the whole problem being complicated
in the case of manufactured carbons by the
presence of porosity and structure intro-
duced in the process of preparation of the
materials (See Part III).

III. STRUCTURE OF COKES AND

ITS FORMATION

A. Soft qnd Hard, Cokes

Soft carbons are formed from organic
materials rvhich melt at heating and then

solidify aL temperatures above 400'C.
Polymeric solids thus formed are composed
of organic molecules crosslinked in a com-
plicated pattern. A great proportion of
these molecules is made up of Iáigé coñ-
'densed ring sfstéñs; thé--iemálrlffi _l¡ii
being organic moteeules of {iffe¡ent types
i4j _erype1qgd b e!ryge-a. !hem- a,nd f qrmins-ihe

.!a-c3l!e. d digolgani4ed,p-h,a¡c,_ At tempera-
tures around and somervhat above 800oC,
these substances having gradually lost
most of the atoms other than carbon by
evolution of gases, become calcined or
baked carbons. At this stage, these carbons
are composed of s_mall turbostratic crystal-
lites of about 30Á diameter, built of dis-"_
orderedstac_ksglpgf a,!lgl_-9g.Ui-dip!a4tplaues..
of condensed benzene rings, and of the dis-

@1¡g".4_g31[o¡- p_hqse- forr4i¡rg a 
'matrix

wh!9-11 surrounds these crystallites. Ibe
.crystallites grow as the temperature is in-
ereased, mq,inly at, the glpense of the dis-
organized phase at first, and when this is

95!aus_!ed (which happens around 1300oC,
see below, discussion of Fig. 5) fürther

_grgy!h-" continues a! thg expense._of. tir.
smaller and less advantageously located'cryst-allites. 

Around 2100'C carbon crystal-
Iites, having reached sizes of about 150A in
the o-direction, begin to change into crystal-
lites of graphite by rotation and relative
shifts of the benzene ring planesl5' 16. Further
increase of heat treatment temperaturc
results in a rapid grot'th of graphitic crys-
tallites.

The so-called hard carbons form a broad
cla¡*i óóv'erins all JÉ 

-aub¡ián¿6d;b1ñA-

from organi. -ui"iiul.' ivtrióñ-dl"o{-melt

-át aiL (poryméñ) il 
-*ñffi 

.!gliqif=y_
JempelSture.l_." Tbg-__q3,.lty 

- 
itáuitiáatió" of

the structure_ by interri$SQulái,@3s$-
hampers the condensation process, tfrus
such carb'oird ¡h;w;-sió;;iürci6áÉe in sile'6f- 

"dñon citst4lliti-s, Thév do lose, how-
ever, the lighL fractions in the same tem-

15 R. Fr¿nkl in, Proc. Ro¡,-.  Soc. (London) 20g,
196 (1951) .

16 H. T. Pinnick, J. Chem. Phys. 20, 657 (lg12\.

ever, makes it probable that when looked
upon statistically carbons with hi ex-
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perature range as the soft carbons and

become preponderantly carbon materials at

above 800"C. The hard carbons form a

wide variety of types starting from border-

line cases more similar to soft cokes and

ending rvith materials almost amorphous

u'ith glassy appearance.
There is a very distinctive characteristic

of the soft cokes rvhich makes it possible

to differentiate them from any coke of a

hard type. When ctkes are ground to a

size of the order of 1¡.r or smaller and in-

vestigated under an electron microscope,

one finds that all soft cokes shorv a platelike
-------¿+ _-^'_.a_

structurerT. 
-Tfus, 

on a ñTñroscopic sc-ále

soft cokes possess a very characteristic and

Guiar-¡TiuCfure which foims at the time".

-ifr" substance is soiidifying: srvarms of

stacks of flat molecules or crystailites'all
-well 

packed into a thin layer. hi haril--

óokes the structure has been set at the

time rvhen little motion s-as allos'ed to the

moleculéi; subsequently the criss-cross

bqld"Lng holding the latter ones rigidl.r¿.-in
place did not create conditions under u'hich-such 

structure could develop. Consetluently,
t rhu
jlgeed pieees rlithoul indieations of . an)'
frner structure. Due to the random valence-
iñterlinkase more voids remain betrveen-

a result hard ca!:p-o]l.q. have- lo\\'er-- -reAl
dÑrtÑ?^ d"ié.Ái""¿ by liquid immer-
éiññ'ttt"ttto¿).

It would seem that hard carbons possess-
ins'si;trer ftru¿tüiéC-shóüId-' éxhibil lower

- ' : - - - , - ; ; H

thermaI exDanslon. .F rankl ln' '  meTIt10R6 one

ái in¿ ;ñ"rbols (coking coal) investi-
gated by her having a double expansion of

that of a lon' rank coal coke (hard). This,

hou'evet, is not in general true-the lou'est

expansions being found frequently for soft

cokes; it might be that this phenomenotr

is associated with the presence of the rleedle

structure (see Part III, C) in these cokes,

but this problem has not yet been studied
in a systematic manner.

B. Mechanism o.f CrAstalline Growth

The very gradual growth of crystallites
'when a carbon is heat-treated seems to be a
process rvith an essentially different mech-

anism from the growth of crystallites as
observed in other materials. T-g--qIXlF.Uiie
size appears to be primarily dependent on
the highest temperature of heat treatmenü " 

"-

the carbon has been subiected to. For soft
iá.bon. belorv 1300oC thl growtft .;.*ñ-¡l
lncorporafon of the dfloieanize¡l--lñut",

i.ábnvr 
l3!0lc at the expense of o

-td@ har{ -t-o,ge1Jhy-
the grorvth does stop when a definite size is

r"i.n¿a. Ái a result of a detailed discüssion 
'

of ihi,s problem Franklinls came to the con-
clusion that growth occurs by a displace-

ment of whole layer planes; thus as the size

of the planes increases higher temperatures

are required to provide sufficient energy

to displace them. It can be seen, holever,

that the temperature motion cannot be the

only driving force in this process. If it

would, the grolvth lvould practically stop

at a given temperature rvhen the Boltz-

mann factor e-a,lkr becomes small enough
(here AE is the activation energy for mov-

ing of the planes). In other lvords, A,B rvould

be proportional to the highest heat-treat-

ment temperature;_bU! lbq work of moving

a plane is at least equal to the rvork of

Eqa-Ling the t ' ireumferential bonds holding

!ir_e plpne in position (total rvork propor-

tional to the diarneter of the planes d) plus
-the 

r,ork against the Van der Waals attrac-

tion betrveen neighboring planes (propor-

_tional to the square of the diameter d).

Thus AZ'is proportional at least to the di-

ameter d if not to a higher power of d; con-

sequently d could not increase faster than

proportional to heat treatment temperature

?. The dbserved grorvth of turbostratic

crystallites in carbon is considerably faster

1.,

. . -  
t t  E.  A.  Kmetko,  This volume, page 21.

cv{-.*tl
I  

q ! '
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than that. For instance, at 1000"C, d = also done for a hard carbon l,ith the same
30Á and at 2100'C, d ^1 150Á, the grorvth ;;;it itñ; oiygén hyórs formecl in grinding
al higher temperatures becoming even Ñéñ 

'rémoved 
in all cases by additional

faster. liqqng t¡ 1000ue). The particle size, beins
It has been established by a series of A!!S order of 1¡r, coqld not imp

e x p e r i m e n t s l s t h a t t h e e l e c t r i c r e s i s t i v i t y i i - t h ; t h u s
and the leal densi-tyGs-determined hy an one ü""1ñ
immersion methodi of a baked icalcined) .i,
c4ibon does depend somewhat on the heat- ihat;ff*tgd qg .,t'th ui"-..v.tuffit"r.

'-llg-_fAt" -(¡p-aqkg{-l¡' - only for very high fftJ."-

-!91ting rates) but mainly on the highest make this rvhole effect not so simple as
lemperature of the heat-treatment and described, and no definite conclusions can

@_gl**r\ing (holding time at maximum be drau,n from these results rl,ithout further
tempgra.ture). As the soaking time is in- investigation.
creased, the resistivity decreases and the The partial release and unbalancing of

,, density increases. EqSI:L -ost of the frozen-in stresses by grinding might be
" change occurs in the first fifteen minutéd' of responsible for shifts in relatir,'e positiorrs of

!.q]di,ft.C,G[i" proóéss occurs at a faster rate graphite layers and thus explain the increase

{gf .!t1ghg. temperatures). After that a very in proportion of graphite II in the pu'r'dered
slo'rv change is observed tou,ards a limiting material, as observed by Baconre.
value. It seems then that there is a driving The graphitization process for hard
force present llhich by causing the crystal- carbons seems to be, at least in most cases,
lites to grorv spends itself in the process. more complicated than for soft cokes.
E-ú49¡j]f J!,. _l".,tt be the anisotropic Franklinls has found that although the bulk
e x p á o f a h a r d c a r b o n r e s i s t s g r a p h i t i z a t i o r r u p t o
lg1d¡-"t--olb9_S19eUoLgl*lAtgg_19leljqgq!99, quite high temperatures, small amounts
the stresses leading_to-*¿ud becoming re- (-2%) of other phases are present I'hich

lievgd by-.the grorvth and rearrangement of graphitize as easily as soft cokes. This

I ¡w"td-üGl-T@ --$anklin ascribes to the existence of süffiI

1 i. p"sslb_ll3yg .!g_g'-" !t'"gry!_ql{9q.q9., greülf,*largg thglnq?l hard car-
i _uatgraJk-úhlllf arggqlq!€_t_om the_energy bons n'hich lead to local cryst¡llizatio' "nder
) of the the-f4a_l_ !q-p!!g!, ff this is true, !g\ pressure.- Recently Loebner20 has

absence of such stresses should cut dorvn shorvn that in a phenol-benzaldehyde resin
considerably the rate of crystallite grorvth. coke, graphitization occurs in trvo distinct
E_¡R,er1g,rents n'ere performedl8 by grirrding stages: around 1800-2100"C some l2To of.
some of the calcined (1000'C) coke to a fine the coke forms tall stacks of planes and it is
po,rv{e¡'before heat treatment and the other only at about 2800oC that the rest of the
part after heat treatment (to about 2100'C) material starts to graphitize rapidly. Too
fo about the same particle size. Comparison ferv studies have been made on hard carbons
ói ttr¿ tu'o samples showecl a considerably to permit more general conclusions. The
higher electrical resistance for the sample case of the phenol-benzaldehyde coke
ground first but later heat-treated to the seems to shorv, hou'ever, that the effect of
iame temperature (2100"C). This has been local thermal stresses might be insufficient
repeated for a number of temperatures and tcl explain the l'hole phenomenon.

18 S. Mrozow¡ 'k i  ¿nd H. T.  Pinnick,  unpul>
l ished resul ts.

re  G.  E .  Bacon,  Ac ta  Crvs t .  3 ,  320 (1950) .
20 E. E. Loebner, Phvs. Rev., Apri l  (1956).
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C. Mq,crostructure of Soft Cokes and its

Format'ion

The variety of appearance of soft cokes

under casual observation is due to the type

of macroscopic porosity (sizes from about

0.1 mm up) which in turn is a function of

the conditions under which the coking has

{ue*!-q..ps-ttup-"-d-p.u!thl-"s"qp4.-sppp."p.?qhF.
for escape of evolving gases, becomes quite
considerable. The distribution in pore sizes

"ir;"?d¿ii"""of the depth below the surface
(pressure) and of the viscosity of the pitch

at the setting conditions. Thus, it depends
on the dimensions of the container and ap-
plied heating rate. There are great differ-
ences, however, also in the appearance of
the dense parts of the coke itself. Some
surfaces look under a low power microscope

smooth and dense; others show streaks re-
minding one of a frozen-flow pattern. Two

typical cases are seen in Fig. 3 which are
photographs of polished surfaces. Cokes

..ffi#P

proceeded.Wk*_Et:I'"__lS_".99k9_4_4""?__9_o_+;
tainer. a dense shell is formed on the outside
where the cokins process is the f 'astest.

Toward the center, !he. p-orgsily which is

F r c . 3 b

Frc. 3. Pol ished surfaces of calcined cokes.
Magnification X 65. a) Outside dense sheil of
Dominion Tar ¿nd Chemical Company pitch

coke. b) Kendall  petroleum coke.

Fra. 4. Tvpical shapes of part icles obtained
by grinding a section of calcined Kendall coke
w-ith a strong needle structure. Magnification
x 20.

with a streaky appearance, when ground to
a size of the order of 1 mm, break up into
elongated pieces in r'vhich the streaks al-
ways run lengthrvise (See Fig. 4). Evi-
dently, the streaks are indications of a
lorv mechanical strength along their direc-

tion which lead in grinding to these needle-
like shapes of coke particles. When such a
siggle nee{le i9 is-v-9stigalgd"5a-*gg9f
X-rav diffraction. it is found that the
microcrystals of carbons are we[[ ali_gned
r,vith planes parallel to the lonq axis of the--- .,.-. ¡.

U$I" This alignmenl is similar to the

u#&;"& :

1, ' i .
*kFre. 3a
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Fra' 5. X-ray diffraction patterns showing the alignment of carbon microcrystallites in needles
of Kendall coke. The temperatures to which the cokes have been heat treated are the foll6w-
ing: a) raw coke, b) 800'C, c) 1100"C, d) 1600"C, e) 2000"C, and f) 2800"C.

fiberlike alignment occurring in carbon
filaments formed in the process of thermal
cracking of organic vapors and investi-
gated by Riley and his associates2l. Frank-
linl5 has found pieces which might have
been needle-like structures (she considered
it to be a plate-like arrangement) but by
far not as perfect as they were found by the
author to be present in such materials as
the Kendall, Cleves, Lima or even Texas
coke. Typical X-ray diffraction pictures for
needles broken off from pieces of Kendall
coke are given in Fig. 5. By looking at the
(002) diffraction ring, it is evident that the
alignment is already formed at the setting
temperature and persists up to the highest
heat treatments, gradually becoming even
more and more ordered relative to the axis

21 J. Gibson, H. L. Riley and J. Taylor, Nature
L54,544 (1944).

of the needle. By making a series of pic-
tures for different positions of a needle
rotated around its axis, one can show that
crystallites are not all parallel to each other
in a needle, but, are arranged with normals
to the planes distributed in all directions.
approximately around a plane perpendicu-
lar to the axis of a needle. Only in a few
exceptional cases an intensity difference
between the two (002) diffraction spots has
been noticed. Thus the arrangement of
crystaliites might, in some cases, be platelet-
like (parallel platelets in a larger platelet)
and in others might possibly look, when
viewed along the direction of the axis of the
needle, similar to the schematic drawing in
Fig. 1 (since as Kmetko's work17 has shown,
the soft cokes ,are composed of platelets,
these are really the rvhole platelets and not
single microcrystallites which are arransed
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in the manner of Fig. 1). All possible inter-

mediate cases should be, however, the most

frequent in the needles. The intensity dis-

tribution in all other diffraction rings for

the cokes is compatible with the assumed

distribution of crystallite positions in

needles.

Esr- tbe-r-av -t<"q{plJ -qg!.,e !& QQ?L rils
appg4-tq..t-o-. -b-g ugi-te- sl9rp,' .- shorving the
pr".".t." of lq,rgó iiact<s of náiatiéf "mb]9-
ZlÉ. Tlú- nighty óidered arrángemónt is

m u gr"ut óit""t destroyed in the process of

,, / evplutio4 .of g¿ses and shrinkage of the

^ 
'( 

.naterial, the (00?). {ing- becoming .quite
¡'- 

i Aim.;. It is onlv at. much higher heat

L*t-""ts that larger stacks of aromatic

íiu"ét (t"t¡"stratic crystallites) are formed

and the ring rreg4ins and.,thén"surp"¿5ges its
q-!rgia^aJ..-sbarpness. The continuous iso-

tropic lorv-angle scattering which is due to

the disorganized phase and is visible around
and close to the shade of the absorbing
center pin disappears at temperatures of

heat treatment around 1300"C' Some kind

of non-isotropic continuous scattering (borv-

tie-like pattern) persists, however, up to
graphitization and indicates probably an

existence of small plate-like voids between
not exactly parallel microcrystals. The borv-

tie pattern does not extend to very lo'lv

diffraction angles; also its abrupt termina-

tion on the high angle side is quite re-

markable. On the high angle side of the
(002) diffraction spots an additional con-

tinuum with structure is observed. In

order to ascertain if these features are

characteristic of polycrystalline graphite in

general platelets broken off from highly

purified (as pure as can be made) ceylon

graphite lumps rvere investigated' Fig. 6

shows that the bow-like pattern and high

angle extension of the (002) line are present

also in this case.
A visual examination of ground soft

cokes has shown that in almost all of them

needles can be found (as checked by X-ray

di ffraetion ). The f requeney of oeeuren('e

varies, however, in wide limits some cokes

have a preponderantly needle structure and

in some others hrmdreds of particles have

to be inspected before a needle is identified.

One can ask rvhat thg .co1ditio=q135g*:yli.t
lgg,{ to formation of such needle structures.

Lt seems as. if the- p-re;s,-q1ge .**"igg:g ,d-

vanced condensation of molecules is neces-
-sárv. 

Ñeédlés are formed if iarge amounts

ff pit.tt are coked; they can not be found

if coking was done fast using a small quan-

tity of pitch. Therefore, one suspects that

$g ptes"ttce of higher pressures driving_the

las bubbles through the stiffening fluid

mass creates a viscous flow in the fluid

trliqh *u*!-urn. ! +slr ! q -al, al¡slP-q+J -gi !n g
large flat aromatic mo1e9u19p 1'.r!\.s.r¡-rfaces
óutait"t to the direction of flort. Telescopic

flow rvill lead to an alignment similar to

Fig. 1 (fibers). The floi'r' pattern becornes

frozen-in as the fluid mass sets. When fine

solid particles are present, the flor'v pattern

becomes disturbed and in the average over

volumes larger than these particles no pref-

erential molecular alignment is detectable.

In microscopie regions, however, the align-

ment rvill still be present, thus leading in all

cases to plate-like structures.
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IV. MEíJHANICAL STRENGTII OF

MA\  U.F 'A( 'TU RED MATERI  ALS

ll-ntil nolv, 'w-e have considered the me-
chanical properties and structure of the
dense parts of the cokes, that is, carbons
which are as denoqe as can be made directly
by carbonization of organic materials.
Cokes have a macroscopic porosity, how-
ever, which makes them mechanically very
l.eak and unsuitable for applications. Thus,
in the manufacture of carbons, cokes are
ground to such sizes that most, of the
macro-porosity is gone, binder in the form
of a pitch is added, the mix compressed or
extruded and then the so-called green
carbon put through a baking or further
also through a graphitizing heat-treatment
cycle. By efi!-ding the coke. to a d,qfi"u-i.tq
range of sizes, such carbons are made with
á-*óontrolled macroscopic porosity, thus a
high maeroseopie uniformity of the ma-'tiiüt'is 

achieved. For such materials with
I 

"üiilform 
density of coke particles bound

together into a solid piece by bridges
formed by the binder coked between the
particles, interesting quantitative relations
can be derived for the dependence of dif-
ferent physical properties on the density of
particles (cornpression factor) and amount
of binder coke. The relations are well sup-
ported by experiments22. It might be of
interest to mention here that the empirically
established linear relation between me-
chanical strength and density for different
parts of a larger piece of carbon materialT
turns out to be a special case of the applica-
tion of these formulas. In interpreting the
results of an¡' experiments rvith artificial
carbon materials, however, one has to take
into consideration in addition the micro-
scopic structure of the component sub-
stances used in the process and the changes
brought about in the course of manufacture.

Tn the process of extrusion (or moldinq) a
pr"i"."nr,iát alignmenf of fhe coke particles

EXPANSION, AND STRUCTURE

takes place relative to a certain direction,
the degree of ryf-iiqh depends -qn -the anleunt

g[-ft¡lider present (also ils viscosity, drivir.rg
p{essg¡9-g-!9.). The result will depend on the
size of the particles used; if the particles
are large, they are about isotropic, small
particles will have needle structure and
very fine dust (fine flour) a platelet struc-
ture (by particles, it will be meant particles
and flour). There is no reason to expect
that the binder will set (carbonize) with
crystals having any preferential arrange-
ment; at the setting temperature in the
baking process, there are no ordering forces,
except in the very thin layers adjacent to
the surface of the particle where the erys-
tallization might be affected by the align-
ment in the substrate. Thus, a substance is
obtained which is composed of aligned,
particles with carbon crystallites aligned in

lhem but coated and bound together by
bridees e
atigned mierocryffi-
-tu
ropy of pFysicalllbpbrties of the material
is commonly but incorrectly explained as
being due to the alignment of crystallites.
In fact, the anisotropy is due to two causes,

,geometrical nature. For instance, grinding a-péfütü -isb1lóbi¿ 
coke (for instánce, one

of the hard cokes) will lead to particles of a,
variety of shapes (random). In the extru-
sion, however, all these particles will align
with their longer axes parallel to the direc-

;o"tti6irtffi;;f'tñ two causes denend o'
the type of physical property rvhich is in-
vestigated. In case of mecha4igal failure,
rvhich as rvill be shown._hglgy¿- qcqgjg.-
lqe4v!$-qgcj"lk -bi"dgl c g.ke, the ?Ll5ei;
"-pñ. p'iñ-;i;iü iürsü: a_i:t}'e :Aéó?'?;ú_
priein.

tion of the extrusion. Consequently, in lhe (
finished produc!. *91_-qniq-q!{opy_.-gúL_b" - {
created r'vhich is due to the relative fre- )=..---;"-=@ Iquency ol brncler brrctges per unlt  path rn \
o lneren t  0 t rec t lons  ( . t i l g .  / ) .  lhe  re la t l ve  \
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22 S. Mrozorvski, This volume, page 195
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Frc. 7. Anisotropy of an extruded carbon

caused by a purely geometrical effect (alignment

of isotropic particles). Arrows indic¿te the line

along which a mech¿nical failure might probably

occur.

It is well known that raw cokes shrink
very much when heat treated to or above

900"C; some of them show a linear shrinkage
as large as I5%. Particles which are coated
with binder usually have been calcined to

temperatures in excess of 1000"C-jlg¡g-
bakins above the setting temperature of

the binder'a,-situaiion-:s*emaled*ul *ry.nlph

lh,e.,shrinking binder lay-er" ,p.a.g" dgq¡gage its

JLsI¿pa pnly by..rvay .of. -apening -cra'cks
pernendicular to the surface of the particle.
r " - l " 4 ¡ r - - r  

l  ¡ i l - .  - _  .  - . r ' . ;  t !

The stresses developed durtng tne snnnK-

ing of the binder are very large and there

can be no doubt that such cracks are

formed. We have not been able to get

electron micrographs of such surfaces yet,

but arrays of cracks on the average |¡r

apart of a similar origin are observed on the

surfaces of dense pieces of coke. Not all

stresses are relieved by the formation of

cracks; those which are left might relax in

the process of graphitization. However, in

cooling, new frozen-in stresses will be de-

veloped (in addition to the ones discussed

on pase 37) yhiü4r..*-due*tq llp"-tttet¡qi¡l

PROCEEDINGS OF TIIE CONFERENCES ON CARBON

¡ When a mechanical failure occurs, the \
i ;'¿ar:lAaafi-*¿n"the-"'bfiidé16ñdE-os (see'

-diró1f3-i¡, 
trrg-l)--not--ontry Sec*use- this ..

is the path of a minimum cross section l
but because the material is the weakest {
there. It is easy to see under a magnifying \,

glass the needles protruding from a j

Jurface of a broken piece and the corre- \
sponding pits in the complementary sur- \
face. The surface of fracture has, therefore, \

always an appearance as if brittle frac-

ture occurred, even if at high tempera-

tures the failure is of a plastic nature; the

volume of material which fails (binder

coke) is very small in comparison to the

total volume of the carbon and the possible

change in structure brought about by the

plastic deformation would be difficult to

detect. Since the failure occurs through the

binder and the frozen-in stresses there are

due to the thermal contraction of the binder

in the first place (and of the differential

contraction of binder coke and particles in

the second), the shape of the curve Fig' 2

for artiflcial carbons might not be in any

simple relation to the thermal expansion of

the carbon article as a whole' It, should also.-

aarrjrqqlig-r-r..p.f .-!bs-bi.lde.r-9.9h9-Lql4c-difisr-
_rú-Jrce"Jh€-¿nisCIlrszuJ-gq-tTggtj3*J*lhg

deformati us the rate
thg- qarbon material ispI trle "Ieat*fICe[LJIr,

fu b--1gtc".".J.-!ba+."-l+p-a"suled'a.eaqavelpcq
fot the wñole pie-ce. Due to this localization

-P"*

6f-tEli""ping area the third region of

creep is likely to escape observation'

Two other effects of major importance

which are due to the addition of the fluid

binder to the solid carbon particles should

be mentioned here. It, is a common ex-

perience that as the duration of mixing is

lengthened, the stiffness of the mix in-

creases. Partly, this is due to an advancing

polymerization of the binder, but is also

connected with the gradual soaking up of

particles with the lighter fraction from t'he

binder. We have found in the case of a

hard coke that under certain conditions

partiqle-q, T|fU,-;!hg bll4qr. S"gke*eJs+ - if
made from the same original organie ma-
- - - * = - ' *  . - . .  t : - r  .  - . ; l ' " : ;  -  

i " - ^ i * ' ' : -  " - :

!e¡!a"l-. gs the" pa¡t i clgs wr l I t4erel ore-Qs-ll-.4!. "
esseniialiy d i ff e rent stat.g i. .m g,!-e3.!dJg!-..*oi

eracks with high stress concentraLlons.
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the presence of the light fraction 'l,r'hich

penetrated the particles disturbed the
crystallite growth so much that when
graphitized it resulted in a change in struc-
ture which was easily seen on X-ray dif-
fraction photographs. Thus, one has to keep

- :t__qtir]-d- "!!¡at- .-the strlctuié- .oi.., tne' irtiif -

lfgg!g-4-.p.?r!i-sles .,\yhen $oaked'lvith binder
miEht not be the same as that of the directlv-.-:*-----
heat-treated coke.=-Tñ*erGTtffect, 

to be considered is the
compatibility of the binder coke with
particles. If both cokes are essentially of a
different type (hard-soft) a very poor bond
might be established due ti*ThéTnabifiT! of
the microcrystallites to grow across the

.su.rf¿ce of the contact. As a result, a failure
will occur not through the binder, but
between the binder and the particles. We
have found that binders r,vhich give a great
strength when usedlvith a coke of the same
origin lead to relatively rveaker pieces when

combined with a coke of an essentially
different structure22. A quite striking ex-
ample, however, of the absence of growth
of microcrystals across the surfaces is met
in the case of thermal carbon blacks which,
surrounded by the binder, retain their
individuality up to graphitizationrT.

The number of factors to be considered
in order to understand the relation of the
mechanical strength of carbon materials to
their structure is very large. A great cau-
tion is required in interpreting results of
experiments. It was tried in this paper to
bring into the discussion most of the im-
portant ones, but it seems that with such a
fragmentary knowledge of carbons as one
has today, a number of them is possibly
being overlooked. Future experiments must
establish the extent to which each of these
factors, acting in combination with the
others influences the properties of the final
material.
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